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SOLUTIONCHALLENGE 

In every product category individual brands are 

in competition with each other because of the 

saturated market. As a result there is an erge 

to create a package design that can excel in 

attracting customers. 

When creating an effective package design, 

the aspects that are most important are:  

accessibility, taking culture into consideration 

and effectively appealing to the target market.

Chocolate is an adored product all over the world 

and so creating a design that everyone can relate 

to is a challenging task. 

Chocolate is a product that has been valued 

throughout history, specifically since its origin 

in the Mayan culture. The Mayans are one of 

the most fascinating millenarian civilizations, 

because of their advances, discoveries, 

architecture and lifestyle. 

Chocolate is an experience. Ixcocoa is an 

experiential product that can be enjoyed 

by all chocolate lovers. Ixcocoa’s target 

audience is vast and diverse. Ixcocoa 

inspires as many people as possible to 

immerse themselves in the wonders of 

Mayan culture. 

Lastly, Ixcocoa’s packaging is in two 

languages: English and Spanish. The 

packaging is dedicated to respecting 

chocolate’s Mayan heritage and so 

having this chocolate product being 

bilingual is a way to acknowledge them. 
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RESEARCH

Maya Culture

The basics of Mayan culture are based on 

their mythology. They have a variety of Gods 

and Goddesses, including one for chocolate 

named Ixcocoa.

Mayans were the first to create chocolate. 

The flavours of the Ixcocoa collection differ in 

ingredients that all originated from the Mayan 

cacao paste.

The Mayan calendar is an iconic aspect of 

the Mayan culture. Research shows that 

the calendar was used for their agriculture 

and essential aspects that helped their 

communities. The texture of the Ixcocoa 

packaging is inspired by the Mayan calendar.

The Mayans had a specific and 

intricate process of creating chocolate. 

The packaging attempts to illustrate 

the ancient method of processing their 

cacao. One panel of the packaging 

shows a figure collecting the cacao 

from the trees, the next shows the 

collection of ingredients necessary 

for the unique flavours of chocolate, 

the third shows a figure preparing the 

cacao, the fourth creates the indulgent 

product that is wrapped in this 

creative packaging. With an artistic 

twist, the packaging reflects the 

process and intricacy that the Mayan’s 

had when making their own chocolate.

Architecture

Mayan pyramids played a very important role 

in their communities. This influence inspires 

the geometric shape of the Ixcocoa packaging 

so that Mayan architecture can continuously 

be represented.

Ixcocoa

In Mayan mythology, the Goddess Ixcocoa 

represents fertility. Her mission in life was to 

feed everyone she could with the fertility she 

blessed upon the lands. The Ixcocoa brand 

includes the story of this Goddess because it 

is essential to what it’s chocolate represents.

Braille

Braille is added to the packaging to 

include accessibility to the design. 

In each chocolate box, there is braille 

that communicates the flavours of 

the product to the consumer. The 

small manual, that is designed for 

the visually impaired, can be found at 

the bottom of the package explaining 

the necessary information; such as 

nutritional facts, allergy warnings, etc. 
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INITIAL SKETCHES

The design process began by selecting the 

impression that the Ixcacoa brand wants 

to portray. Each flavour is illustrated in the 

packaging by four different figures; each with 

individual flavours and personalities. 

Because of the influence of the pyramids, as 

said previously, the shape of the packaging 

has already been decided. The next step in 

the process is to calculate sizes and the 

information that will be presented across the 

different panels. 

VISUAL DEVELOPMENT

The next step in creating the Ixcocoa story is 

to identify where the information about the 

chocolate will be placed. The Ixcocoa story is 

told in a way that the consumer understands 

the chronological order of how chocolate is 

made in the Mayan culture. Ixcocoa brand has 

three varying sizes of chocolate bars and each 

size has differing amounts of information 

about the Mayan culture.
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CHARACTERS

In order to create the figures that will bring to 

life the Ixcocoa story, a series of sketches have 

been developed with the aims of explorering the 

possible aesthetics of said figures. Finally, to 

represent inclusivity in the design choices the 

characters represent curvy women. 

FIRST VISUALS

Once the size of the packaging was finalized, it 

was time to make a digital version of the sketches. 

The idea for the design is to represent women 

with different skin tones as figures that give life 

to the story that the Ixcacoa brand tells. These 

women tell our story alongside us because they 

are strong, independent.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Several variations of illustrations were created 

before achieving the intended look. Visual 

research was necessary to inspire the process of 

developing the illustrations of the Ixcocoa brand.

FIRST PROTOTYPES

The only material used in the prototype is paper. 

The use of paper is beneficial because it allows for 

a 3D model to be created versus a 2D drawing that 

is sketched out on paper. 

It is imperative to create a couple 

of models to understand the 

measurements necessary for the 

final product.
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SECOND PROTOTYPE

The  second prototype was created in color 

because the colors of the designs needed to 

be tested for accuracy and to make sure the 

measurements of the digital files were accurate 

and functional in the printed product.

PRINTED VISUALS

When the digital files were printed, the 

typography looked different from what was 

originally intended. Because of this, it was 

understood that the designs needed to be 

fixed according to what was imagined. 

Additionally, the colours were noticeably 

darker and needed to be adjusted. 
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MATERIAL SELECTION

At this point, it was time to choose the 

materials for the final packaging; A variety 

of textures and colours were taken into 

consideration. The goal is to represent 

different concepts associated with the 

Ixcocoa brand. One of those concepts is 

COLOUR TESTING

After adjusting the colour palette, another colour 

test was conducted. Using some samples of the 

materials chosen for the final product, a series 

of designs were printed several times until 

achieving the intended outcome. 

gold, which is a very important element 

in the Mayan culture. Another concept 

is nature, specifically rainforests where 

Mayan communities were established. 
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LASER CUTTING

The box that was designed to package bulk 

amounts of the Ixcocoa chocolate bars was 

designed with the use of a laser cutter in order 

to engrave visuals and information. Throughout 

the process of creating this box, it was essential  

to try different materials in order to decide what 

practice worked best. Lastly, the paper that is used 

WORK IN PROCESS

Overall, the process of designing and creating all 

of the packages involved in Ixcocoa’s chocolate 

was a work in progress. The many steps that 

were taken to evolve the brand into what the 

for the Ixcocoa packaging burns when the 

laser imprints the necessary information, 

therefore painting over the burnt parts of 

the packaging is necessary to obtain the 

crisp white design.  

end product was intended to be was a 

slow but rewarding process. In the end, 

the work that went into this chocolate 

breathes life into the Mayan culture.
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RATIONALE

Ixcocoa is a packaging design project inspired 

by the Mayan culture. The goal of this project is 

to create a package that could excel in attracting 

customers in a saturated market. To achieve this, 

Ixcocoa takes into consideration several aspects; 

accessibility, culture and a storytelling experience. 

The package for the Ixcocoa product was 

developed bilingually; one in English and one in 

Spanish. Additionally braille, in both languages, 

is included for the visually impaired. A big part of 

this project is to reach as many people as possible 

with the objective of educating and sharing a little 

piece of the Mayan culture.

The pillars of the  Mayan culture were  the main 

inspiration of the design choices made for 

the Ixcocoa brand. The box that contains the 

chocolate bars looks like a pyramid because of 

the influence that the Mayan architecture has 

on the Ixcocoa brand. Additionally, its aesthetic 

is completely white with all the visuals 

and necessary information engraved on 

the box. The engraving is a reference to 

the archaeological details and  intricate 

carving found in Mayan sculptures from 

their time. The goal of this aesthetic is 

to maintain a simple and minimalistic 

feeling that would be contrasted with all 

the green and gold on the inside of the box. 

Inside the box, there are three different 

sizes of chocolate bars. Each box 

containing Ixcocoa chocolate is a story; all 

of the chocolate bars inside represents a 

different page in a small culinary part of 

the Mayan culture. 

When the stepped pyramid-inspired Ixcocoa box 

opens, the first level contains four small-sized 

chocolate bars; Each of these bars is a different 

flavour. The first level of the pyramid provides a 

sample of Ixcocoa chocolate to entice the consumer 

to continue the Mayan experience. These small 

bars use gold paper as the primary material as a 

reference to the prosperous trading centre that 

Mayans built in the 16th century.

The second level of the pyramid box contains 

the medium-sized chocolate bars. This design 

introduces each of the four figures that are 

characters in the Ixcocoa story. Each chocolate 

bar has a small description of the female figures 

in order to create a bond between the customer 

and the brand. Every one of the four women has 

a unique personality and can be relatable to all 

Ixcocoa’s customers. Also, in the descriptions, there 

are explained some of the activities that Mayas 

used to perform at the time in order to further 

educate customers on Mayan culture. 

The third level contains the large-sized 

chocolate bars. The front of the packaging 

for each bar has a larger image of all of 

the female figures and their respective 

flavours. On the back, an illustration shows 

the figures doing their individual tasks 

that are involved in the process of making 

chocolate. When all four of the large-sized 

chocolate bars are placed side by side it 

depicts the four main steps in making 

traditional Mayan chocolate. The intention 

of this design is to further educate 

consumers of a small chocolatey part of 

Mayan culture. 
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RATIONAL

Ixcocoa es un proyecto de diseño de empaque 

inspirado en la cultura maya. El objetivo de este 

proyecto es crear un paquete que pueda sobresalir 

en atraer clientes en un mercado saturado. Para 

lograr esto, Ixcocoa toma en consideración varios 

aspectos; accesibilidad, cultura y una experiencia 

narrativa.

El paquete para el producto  de Ixcocoa fue 

desarrollado bilingüemente; uno en inglés y uno en 

español. Además, incluye braille en ambos idiomas, 

para personas con discapacidad visual. Una gran 

parte del proyecto es llegar a la mayor cantidad de 

consumidores posible, con el objetivo de educar y 

compartir una pequeña parte de la cultura maya.

Los pilares de la cultura maya fueron la principal 

inspiración para las decisiones del diseño de la 

marca Ixcocoa. La caja que contiene las barras 

de chocolate representa una pirámide debido a 

la influencia que la arquitectura maya tiene en 

la marca Ixcocoa. Además, su estética 

es completamente blanca con todos 

los elementos visuales y la información 

necesaria grabada en la textura de la 

superficie de la caja. El grabado es una 

referencia a los detalles arqueológicos y la 

intrincada talla que se encuentran en las 

esculturas mayas de su época. 

El objetivo de la estética exterior es 

mantener un efecto simple y minimalista 

que contrasta con el dinamismo, que el 

color verde y dorado añade al interior de la 

caja.

Lastly, in each box of Ixcocoa’s chocolate there is 

a small booklet. Each booklet has three different 

sections; The first section is a short story that 

explains the origins of the four female figures as 

well as the Ixcocoa’s legend from Mayan mythology. 

The second section includes two recipes that 

feature Ixcocoa chocolate as the main ingredient. 

Lastly, the final section displays all the nutrition 

facts for the different flavours of chocolate. 

Throughout the design, there are two visuals that 

are imperative in representing the Ixcocoa brand. 

One of these visuals is the Mayan calendar, which 

is used as a background for the female figures. 

The other visual is a pattern of illustrations that 

represent all four flavours of chocolate.

All aspects of the design for the Ixcocoa packaging 

is specifically developed to bring the Mayan culture 

alive. Ixcocoa chocolate’s main priority is to educate 

consumers about an ancient culture that provided 

instructions to make a beloved treat for 

all of us to share. Chocolate brings people 

together and the purpose of our chocolate 

is to do the same. Ixcocoa’s chocolate 

includes and empowers the Mayan 

spirit with its inclusivity; i.e., portraying 

different skin tones, body shapes and 

ways of communication.
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Dentro de la caja, se encuentran tres tamaños de 

barras de chocolate, de cuatro sabores diferentes. 

Cada caja de chocolate Ixcocoa es una historia; y 

cada barra en el interior de la caja representa una 

página de esta historia de la cultura culinaria maya.

Cuando se abre la caja de Ixcocoa que esta 

inspirada en las pirámide mayas, el primer nivel 

contiene cuatro barras de chocolate de tamaño 

pequeño; Cada una de estas barras tiene un sabor 

diferente. El primer nivel de la pirámide proporciona 

una muestra de chocolate Ixcocoa para atraer 

al consumidor a continuar la experiencia maya. 

Estas pequeñas barras utilizan papel dorado 

como el material principal del empaque, esto hace 

referencia al próspero centro comercial que los 

mayas construyeron en el siglo XVI.

El segundo nivel de la caja contiene las barras 

de chocolate de tamaño mediano. Este diseño 

presenta cada una de los cuatro personajes de la 

historia de Ixcocoa. Cada barra de chocolate tiene 

una pequeña descripción de las figuras femeninas 

para crear un vínculo entre el consumidor y la 

marca. Cada una de las cuatro mujeres 

tiene una personalidad única y puede 

relacionarse con todos los clientes de 

Ixcocoa. Además, en las descripciones, se 

explican algunas de las actividades que 

los mayas solían realizar en su tiempo 

para educar aún más a los clientes sobre 

la cultura maya.

El tercer nivel contiene las barras de 

chocolate de tamaño grande. En la parte 

frontal de la barra se encuentra una 

imagen más grande de todas las figuras 

femeninas y sus respectivos sabores. En la 

parte posterior, la ilustración representa 

las figuras realizando sus tareas 

individuales necesarias en el proceso de 

hacer chocolate. Cuando las cuatro barras 

de chocolate de tamaño grande se las coloca una 

al lado de la otra, representan los cuatro pasos 

principales para hacer chocolate maya tradicional. 

La intención de este diseño es trasmitir a los 

consumidores de la elaboracion del chocolate en la 

cultura maya.

Por último, en cada caja de chocolate Ixcocoa hay 

un pequeño folleto. Cada folleto tiene tres secciones 

diferentes; La primera sección es una historia 

que explica los orígenes de las cuatro figuras 

femeninas, así como la leyenda de Ixcocoa de la 

mitología maya. La segunda sección incluye dos 

recetas en las cuales su ingrediente principal es 

el chocolate Ixcocoa. Por último, la tercera sección 

muestra todos los datos nutricionales de los 

diferentes sabores del chocolate.

A lo largo del diseño, hay dos imágenes que son 

imprescindibles para representar a la marca 

Ixcocoa. Una de estas imágenes es el calendario 

maya, que se utiliza como fondo de las figuras 

femeninas. La otra imagen es un patrón de 

ilustraciones que representan los cuatro sabores 

del chocolate.

Todos los aspectos del diseño del empaque 

de Ixcocoa están específicamente 

desarrollados para dar vida a la cultura 

maya. El propósito principal de Ixcocoa 

es informar a los consumidores acerca 

de una cultura ancestral que nos dio 

intrusiones de cómo hacer del cacao 

un obsequio sublime para compartir. El 

chocolate une a las personas y nuestro 

propósito es hacer lo mismo y mucho más. 

Ixcocoa incluye y promueve la tradicion 

maya con su propagacion; representando 

diferentes tonos de piel, formas corporales 

y de comunicación.
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MISSION

VISION

We bring all walks of life together to experience 

the fascinating Mayan culture through our 

delicious chocolate.

We are educating  and informing the masses 

about the importance of the Mayan culture and 

promoting the acceptance and inclusivity of all 

who are equalized by their love of chocolate.

Ixcocoa

Ixcocoa

Ixcocoa

Ixcocoa

LOGO

o
o

o
o
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Chocolate is original from 

Mexico and first cultivated 

by the Maya culture. 

TYPOGRAPHY

Primary Colours

Skin Tone Gradients

CMYK: 10, 57, 72, 0

CMYK: 0, 54, 69, 23 

CMYK: 69, 45, 86, 41 CMYK: 68, 23, 99, 7 CMYK: 16, 38, 100, 0 CMYK: 2, 1, 13, 0

CMYK: 22, 58, 76, 0

CMYK: 29, 68, 82, 18 

CMYK: 26, 62, 82, 14

CMYK: 12, 55, 83, 45 

CMYK: 37, 72, 83, 25

CMYK: 42, 70, 76, 39 

COLOUR PALETTE
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PERSONALITY

Culture

Community

Empowering 

Unique

Joy

Ixcocoa is a unique brand that promotes 

the empowerment of all body sizes and skin 

tones. Ixcocoa targets the chocolate lover 

community in hopes of providing chocolate 

that invites everyone to enjoy the fascinating 

Mayan culture.

MERCHANDISE

Ixcocoa offers a series of products 

that invite consumers to indulge 

themselves in the flavours of 

chocolate that provide a little taste 

of the Mayan culture.
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Sources

sfu.ca
goddessgift.com 
survivingmexico.com
thespruceeats.com

theculturetrip.com
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